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INTRODUCTION

1. At the invitation of NOTF of Nigeria, APOC Management attended from 4 to 5 May 1998, a
Nigeria NGDO Coalition for Distribution of Ivermectin meeting as well as the 12th NOTF meeting.
Both meetings were held in Makurdi, Benue State. The WHO/APOC team that attended the rneetings
was colllposed of:

Dr. A. S6k6t6li, Programme Manager APOC, Head of delegation
Dr. J.B. Roungou, Regional Adviser on Tropical Diseases Control other than malaria

2. Dr. Uche Amazigo, Social Scientist of APOC who travelled also to Nigeria attended part of the
NOTF meeting as she was primarily destined to work with a film crew to develop advocacy materials
on onchocerciasis and to produce a collection of still photographs which will be at the disposal of the

NOTFs in all APOC countries for advocacy/I{ealth Education and/or Training.

3. Dr. S6k6t61i and Dr. Roungou had a meeting on 8 May 1998 with :

Dr. E. Njelesani, WHO Representative in Nigeria
Mr. B. Senegal, Administration Offrcer of the WHO Country Office in Nigeria
Dr. Jonathan Jiya, National Onchocerciasis Coordinator of Nigeria.

' The meeting was intended to discuss issues related to the management of current CDTI projects
as well as the quality of proposals submitted to the Technical Consultative Committee (TCC). Below
is the summary of the main points discussed during the three meetings.

A. NGDO Meeting

4. The meeting requested WHO Nigeria to serve as Secreteriat for the NGDO Coalition Meetings.
The Chairman of the Coalition indicated that the predecessor of Dr. Njelesani agreed on this
proposition but so far no action was taken. The Chairman also expressed the difficulfy he experienced
in getting the minutes of the meetings written up. It was recommended to the Coalition to send a new
formal request to the WR Office with reference to the commitment mentioned earlier.

5. Pitfering of 3mg MECTIZAN tablets was reported and discussed during the previou, -"",-*.
Since 3 mg tablets were not officially introduced in Nigeria until the current visit of the film crew
which is using them for the purposes mentioned above; the issues were:

How these tablets got to Nigeria?
Where were they found?
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The infonnation on the existence of 3mg tablets in the open market in Lagos was first brought
to the attention of the NGDO Coalition by a Lion fellow.

6. Financial support frorn the Petroleum Trust Fund (PTF) to onchocerciasis control activities was

also discussed. As a background on this subject, it was recalled that former President Jimmy Carter
visited Nigeria in 1996 and had talks with the PTF and the Head of State on onchocerciasis control
among others. As a follow-up to President Carter visit, the Chairman of the NGDO coalition wrote a
letter to the PTF Chairman. The Chairman of the NGDO coalition also reported that he received a

letter frorn the Assistant ZonalProject Manager (AZM) informing him that the PTF has made an offer
of collaboration for oncho control. Apparently, the PTF seems to be interested in vector control.

7. . After a lengthy discussion it was suggested that:

(i) a package of activities be provided to the PTF for consideration;

the group needs to explore further this opportunity;

since the PTF may not be aware of the technical aspects of onchocerciasis control, one

way to keep its interest in this field would be to request funds for feasibility exercice;

a rneeting should be called by the NOTF to further discuss collaboration with the PTF.

The PTF Headquarters Health Officer as well as the PTF zonal health consultants

slrould be invited to attend the meeting together with AZPM, ZPM and the NOTF
participants.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

However, the question as to who will sponsor the organization of the meeting remained
undnswered.

8. Since last August, 8 persons were appointed by WHOAIigeria to four zones (2 persons per

Zoie: one Liaison Officer and one Surveillance Officer) out of the six existing. Zones B & C are those

which actually did not receive such a support from WHO. A question that arose related to the linkage

between the former zones and those supported by WHO. The issue is yet to be elucidated with the

Naiional Coordinator and the WR. Another subquestion relates to the differences between AZPM and

tlreir working relationships with the WHO Zonalliaison Officer. It was considered that the Assistant

ZoialProgramme Managers (AZPM) are now integrated into the national health system and are paid

by the government. ZPM (ZonalProgramme Managers) are University people. It was suggested that

the! be classified as consultants for NOTF.

9. The meeting noted that there is a lack of proper coordination between researchers and those

in charge of the implementation of the projects. Dr. H. Edeghere was asked to collate all research

proposals on onchocerciasis funded by TDR and other Institutions for the information of the Group at

its next meeting.
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It was also suggested that a letter be sent to the Manager of TDR Task Force on onchocerciasis
and filariasis indicating that NOTF need to be infonled on all research proposals approved before
further action could be taken.

10. Because of the particurlar position of Professor O. Kale as Chairman of TCC and Member of
the TDR Task Force on ComDT, the meeting recommended that he be invited to both NGDO and
NOTF meetings to come.

i i. Problerns encountered with the records of the villages treated with the support of AFRICARE
were raised. Actually, very confusing figures were reported from AFzuCARE records. Moreover, the

way AFRICARE defined hyper or meso-endemic areas was not clear. In addition, very little technical

supervision from higher staff of AFRICARE was provided to project zones. Thus, any NGDO taking

over after AFRICARE should start first with REMO.

12. There was a long debate on the IEC materials developed centrally and produced by NOCP with
funds drawn from the approved CDTI projects (a total of $ 23,060 ). The issues were:

(i) how to account for the money taken from the project for the production of these

rnaterials;

(ii) the quantity of some of the materials allocated to the contributing projects did not tally
with their budgeted needs;

(iii) the quality of some of the materials produced did not satisfy the projects' managers.

Thus, it was suggested that the NOTF meeting on the next day addresses these issues.

13. As regard the amount of money taken from each project (point (i) above) for the purpose of a
centralized production of IEC materials, one way to account for it would consist of establishing a

voucher to be signed by the National Coordinator in recognition of the amount retained. However, the

NOCP has to justify the total amount he retained from all projects for the production of these IEC

materials.

L4. The Chairman of the NGDO coalition complained that he was not involved in the preparation

of the last National Oncho Day as was Dr. Gemade of UNICEF. It was agreed to discuss this issue

with the National Coordinator the next day during the NOTF meeting.

15. MITOSATH, a local NGDO which has been participating in ivermectin distribution in Taraba

State (Jalingo) raised the issue of financial support for its operations. Actually, most of the fu4ding

agencies that have been supporting MITOSATH no longer do it because they think APOC has taken

over and is now providing funds to MITOSATH for ivermectin distribution, which is not the case.

Mrs. Franca who was representing MITOSATH at the meeting inquired how her organization could

be funded by APOC.
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l6.i Although it was recognized that MITOSATH is an effective and trustworthy locat NGDO, it
is not yet a member of the NGDO coalition for the distribution of ivemrectin. As discussed during
TCC5, to become member of the NGDO coalition, local NGOs should be sponsored by an intemational

one. It was brought to the attention of Mrs. Franca, that apart frorn the interest in onchocerciasis

control and the effectiveness in ivennectin distribution activities, any local NGO wanting to be a

mernber of the coalition has first to show evidence of its capacity to financially support its operations

in connection with ivermectin distribution. It is only when this condition is fulfilled that it could be

considered for membership of the coalition. Then it could apply for overhead reimbursement in
accordance with JAF decision during its 3'd Session in Liverpool.

I

17. It is worth mentioning that UNIVA, another local NGO based within the University of Ibadan

is also contributing to ivermectin distribution in Nigeria with funds from IFESH, an intemational

NGDO. IFESH was represented at the meeting by 3 people . ln 1997,65,000 tablets were distributed

with IFESH support.

18. \-t 1997,a total of 8.5 million people were treated with ivermectin in Nigeria. The target for

1998 is to treat 12 million people out of 14 miltion estimated as target population. As of May 4'h,

1998, 1.3 million have been treated.

19. It was reported that an important number of MECTZAN tablets ever received before has been

made available by Mectizan Donation Program (MDP) for distribution this year. ln addition, Dr. H.

Edeghere informed the participants that 8 vehicles for APOC supported projects arrived in Lagos before

he went to Nairobi last month. The NOTF secretariat, with the support of the WHO country Office in

Lagos, is now dealing with the registration process. These vehicles will be very soon in the field.

20. The issue of the training of community-directed distributors of ivermectin (CDDs) was also

discussed. It was agreed that training of CDDs should encompass :

, (i) training of newly appointed distributors for the launching of CDTI

I (ii) replacement training

(iii) refresher training.

These categories should be taken into account when project budgets are being calculated.

2h As regard the issue of payment of incentives to CDDs, it was reported that there are many

instances in the country where CDDs have been receiving incentives from external sources. For

example, Global 2000 River Blindness Program (GRBP) mentioned that the Lions has made payment

of incentives to CDDs as part of the contract for the implementation of their Sight First Project. The

APOC Programme Manager seized the opportunity to remind the participants that according to APOC

policy, decision of paying incentives to CDDs as well as the nature and the amount to be paid are the

iesponsibilities of the communities. The source of incentives to CDDs in the context of sustainability

has to be the community. The APOC Programme Manager also informed the participants that during

the l lth Meeting of the NGDO Coordination Group for Ivermectin Distribution held in Ouagadougou
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from 4-5 April 1998, it was recomrnended that where CDDs have been receiving incentives frorn
external solrrces (e.g. NGDOs), they should be gradually and carefully phased out.

22. The participants of the meeting were deeply concerned about the rejection by the TCC during
its 5'h Session of some projects proposals submitted by the NOTF (some of these proposals were
submitted for the third time, e.g. OndoState ). The participants justified their concerns by the fact that
the proposals rejected (Benue & Ondo States) cover heavily infected populations with very high rates

of blindness (hyper endemic zones). However, during the discussions, the following points were
raised:

(i) some of the project proposals submitted to TCC5 did not received the genuine signature

of the Chairman of the NGDO Coalition;

(ii) a sub-committee was established within the NOTF to review projects proposals before

their submission to APOC. According to the procedure adopted, when the sub-

committee is not satisfied with any proposal to be submitted to APOC, it sends it back

along with its comments and recommendations to those who initiated the proposal.

After the proposal has been amended, it has to be retumed to the sub-committee for a
second review before its submission to APOC for consideration by TCC. It is only
when the proposal is approved by the sub-committee that it could be submitted to
APOC. According to the Chairman of the NGDO Coalition, the project proposals

rejected did not follow systematically the established procedure. For example, some

of them were not retumed after amendment to the sub-committee for final review before

submission to APOC;

the amendments requested by the sub-committee were not reflected in the versions of
the project proposals rejected by the TCC. 

,]^ -

Zonal Project Managers did not see the zonal offices support project proposal.

(iii)

(iv)

After a long debate, the participants came to the conclusion that for future submission, priority
will be given to project proposals from hyper-endemic areas. They also agreed to put their heads

together to rewrite the rejected proposals which will have to go systematically through the procedure

established to that effect by the NOTF. Subsequent project proposals will be subject to the same

measures. In doing so, participants expect to drastically improve the quality of proposals to be

submitted from now on by the Nigerian NOTF.

23. The opening Ceremony was chaired by the Permanent Secretary of Benue State Ministry of
Heatttr on behalf of the State Commissioner. The technical discussions were led by Dr. Jonathan Jiya,
Nationat Coordinator of Onchocerciasis Control. The main points discussed during the meeting couid
be divided into:
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(i i)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

7

process of sr.rbmission of project proposals to APOC;

management of approved projects;

involvement of local NGOs in oncho control activities;

REMO Workshop;

Date and venue of the 13'h meeting.

a) Process of submission of proposals to APOC

24. Participants raised the concem already expressed during the NGDO meeting in connection with

the rejection by TCC of Benue and Ondo States CDTI Project Proposals. A long debate took place

again. The issues mentioned in point 22 abovewere discussed and the same conclusions were reached

and agreed upon once again.

In addition, UNICEF that is acting as NGDO in support to oncho control activities in 9 States

including Benue State was kindly requested to actively participate in the process of reviewing the

project proposals before their submission to APOC ; Global 2000, CBM and Sight Savers Intemational

have been doing the same thing for the projects they are involved in.

i

25. APOC Programme Manager encouraged the NOTF to put priority on hyper endemic areas and

emlhasize quality proposals instead of quantity. He also requested the NOTF to submit theirproposals

even before th6 deadlines to allow enough time to the Management to review them and make

observations and suggestions if need be, before they are considered by TCC. The APOC Programme

manager insisted that the project proposals submitted should have the "blessing" of the supporting

NGDO on the one hand and the approval of both the representative of the government and the

Chairman of the NGDO Coalition on the other hand. The project proposals should be transmitted to

APOC with the endorsement of the Federal Minister of Health.

I

26.. APOC Programme Manager recommended to the NOTF to react quickly to inquiries of TCC

regarding project proposals approved on conditions. In so doing, the process of the establishment of
the Letters of Agreement will be faster.

27: The NOTF also complained about the rejection of the zonal offices support Project proposal.

But APOC Programme Manager said the TCC found the requested budget too high (500,000 US

dollars). Besides, the duties of the zonal offices were not clearly defined nor were provided differences

between zonal offices activities and those of the Secretariat of the NOTF.

b) Management of approved projects proposals

28. The NOTF complained that it takes too long after the approval of the projects proposals by TCC

before funds are made available. In response, the APOC Programme Manager reminded the NOTF of
the following points:

(i)
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(i) TCC does not approve Project proposals but recommends them for approval by the
Committee of Sponsoring Agencies (CSA);

(ii) It is CSA that approves Project proposals on behalf of JAF which later on ratifies CSA
approvals;

(iii) All of the Projects proposals so far approved have been approved with technical and

financial conditions to be fulfilled by the NOTF;

(iv) The quicker NOTF responds to TCC inquiries, the faster the process of establishing the

Letter of Agreernent;

(v) Before WHO could release the funds, it has the responsibility to make sure that:

the Letter of Agreement is signed by the NOTF

a bank account NOTF/WHO-APOC is opened

there are two officially designated signatories

an accountant is appointed and trained on the WHO accounting system.

Failure to fulfill the above-mentioned conditions will unavoidably result in a delay of
disbursement of funds.

29 The NOTF also mentioned that funds for the implementation of Adamawa and Borno Siates

Project proposals are not released yet since the withdrawal of AFRICARE. Despite the absence of a
supporting NGDO, Adamawa Ministry of Health has kept the project running under the leadership of
the PHC Director who is very active. In response, the APOC Programme Manager said that Helen
Keller International is considering taking over Adamawa and Borno CDTI Projects. However, they
need to review the planned activities and the budgets before they can make a final decision. He also

congratulated the Ministry of Health of Adamawa and The Director of PHC for their performance.

30. The NOTF said they are still awaiting the first installments for the Federal Capital Territory
Project, Plateau State Project and Osun State Project. The APOC Programme Manager replied that this

is due to the delay in signing the Letter of Agreement. The necessary is being done to release the funds

shortly.

31. The problem of the centralized production of IEC materials by the NOCP and the money

retained from the project budgets to this effect were discussed once again at length. The issues raised

were the same as those mentioned in point 12 above. The solutions agreed upon were the same as the

ones already cited in point 13 above (see page 4).
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32. , A question regarding the savings made on the purchase of vehicles and some materials bought

locally was put to the Management of APOC. Clearly, the NOTF was asking whether the balance of
the estimated costs of these goods will be paid to the NOTF/APOC-WHO bank account. In response,

the APOC Management said the NOTF should only mind the materials requested and approved in
tenns of quality (specifications) and quantity. The rest is WHO business as the Executing Agency.

The APOC Programme Manager seized the opportunity to draw the attention of the NOTF to the fact

that there is shortfall of 20,000 US dollars for the first phase (1996-2001) of implementation of APOC.

33. The National Coordinator raised the point that NOCP experienced some difficulties with the

WR Offi.. in dealing with the purchase of materials and equipments. This has resulted in delay of the

irnt'lementation of project activities. But the APOC Programme Manager suggested this issue be

discussed between the APOC delegation, the National Coordinator and the WR on May 8, 1998 before

the departure of the APOC team. This suggestion was accepted by the National Coordinator.

I

34.' Accordilg to their records, the NOTF noted that 5 projects are starting their second year of
implementation. However, they fear that a delay in the release of funds could lead to an intemrption

of the projects activities. The NOTF requested, therefore, the Management of APOC to do whatever

possible to prevent such a disruption. In response, the APOC Programme Manager reminded the

NOTF that there is a statement in the Letters of Agreement which stipulates that technical and financial

mid-ten1reports be submitted after six months of implementation. A request for replenishment could

be subrnitted along with the mid-term reports. The Letters of Agreement also state that at'the end of
the first year of project activities, a final tlchnical and financial report should be submitted. Therefore,

if a request for replenishment is submitted along with the mid-term report, subsequent installments of
the,first year budget could be made available unless there is something wrong in the financial report.

In practical terms, this could help cover some few weeks of activities during the second year. However,

it is absolutely important to submit on time the mid-term reports along with a well justified and detailed

budget for the second year and a request for funds transfer as well. This" is a proper way of preventing

disruption of project activities, he added. However, the NOTF requested that a format of the midtenn

and filal reports be made available to them as soon as possible. In addition, the NOTF complained that

trairsrnissiol of the financial reports and original receipts of expenses through the WR Office of Nigeria

to Ouagadougou takes too long to reach destination. The APOC Programme Manager replied that the

normal procedure is to send all the documents through the WR Office.

, The WR Office is mandated to assess all expenditures in the context of the country and make

comments before sending all the documents to Ouagadougou. We cannot afford to bypass the WHO

Counhy Office, the APOC Programme Manager insisted. But you need to follow-up on your business,

he added.

35: The APOC Programme Manager congratulated the NOTF for the newsletter they have printed.

This lewsletter is a powerful tool of advocacy, Dr. S6k6t61i said. However, the first number of the

Natiolal Onchocerciasis Task Force Newsletter (ItiOl.D contains some articles that may mislead people

or create problems:
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(i) NGDO to benefit from APOC trust funds. This sounds as if the APOC trust funds were
a "cake" to be divided between NGDOs;

(ii) 11 rnillions US dollars for 1998 budget. The information is true but this is a budget for
all the 19 APOC Countries. It would have been better if the 20,000 US dollars shortfall
for the first phase (1996 - 2001) were mentioned;

(iii) this newsletter was not the appropriate channel to discuss the collaboration with the WR
Office unless the right of response is assured. But this could lead to a sort of fighting
and divert energy;

36. As did the NGDOs during their meeting the day before, the NOTF participants reaffirmed that
the i998 treatment target of 12 million people will be achieved.

37 . The NOTF seconded the stand of the NGDOs meeting conceming the classification of ZPMs
as NOTF consultants. The meeting was of the opinion that the WHO support to zones is well thought
and will strengthen and improve disease control activities and surveillance in the recipient zones.

c) Involvement of local NGOs in oncho control activities

38. Issues mentioned under points 15 and 16 (see pages 4&5) were discussed once again. In
addition, it was brought to the attention of the participants that former AI'zuCARE staff have

established a local NGO. But this NGO is not accepted by the local Government. It seems that the

founder of the NGO was dismissed by AFRICARE because of mismanagement.

d) REMO Workshop

39. The workshop is intended to:

(i) bring together the key persons involved in the implementation of REMO exercise in
order to collectively pool together all REMO data available in the country;

(ii) share and update REMO data;

(iii) reach a consensus on priority CDTI areas which need refinement and areas where CDTI
is not needed based on all existing REMO data;

40. The workshop postponed once was by then scheduled for 8-11 June 1998 in Lagos. Because

all the participants will have to leave Lagos before June 12'r', 1998, the workshop will now take place

frorn 8-10 June 1998. It will be facilitated by Dr. Mounkaila Noma of WHO/APOC Burkina Faso and

Dr. Isabelle Nuttall of CTD/IIealthMap, WHO/IIQ Geneva. The venue of the rvorkshop will be the

WR Office in Lagos.
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e) Next NOTF rneeting

The 13tr'NOTF meeting will take place in Maiduguri on October 13tr', 1998.

I C. Meeting with the WR Administrative Officer (7.05.93)

42. The discussions with the Administrative Officer (AO) were oriented towards a better
understanding of the process of buying locally equipment and materials. The AO indicated that when
the APOC financial team came to Nigeria last year, there was an agreement on some items and
services that could be provided locally (e.g. photocopier, diskettes, toner laser, fuel, perdiem for travel,
etc). According to the WHO rules, 3 proforma invoices from three different suppliers should be
submitted among which one will be chosen by APOC or the WR Office and a purchase order will be
issued. Then the materials can be purchased by the WR and given to the NOTF. The AO pointed out
the followins instances:

t"
I

i (i) Proforma invoices were prepared with the same typewriter but with differentI letterheads. Clearly, the AO was inferring that in such cases, it was the same person
who prepared three different proforma invoices using different letterheads;

(ii) In many cases, the prices quoted on the request of the NOCP people were most of the
time 40-60% higher than what the WR used to obtain from its agreed suppliers. That

, was the case of a non electric typewriter ($ 1,000), diskettes (Naira 4,500 instead of
2,500), toner laser (Naira 11,500 instead of 7,500). What is happening is an inflation
of flre materials and equipment costs. AO also pointed out the fact that the printing of
documents has caused a loss of 10,000 US dollars to the Organization (at the rate of 5

Naira per copy). The WR/AO estimated the excess of cost for the purchase of diskettes
to 157,000 Naira;

(iii) The purchase orders which are WHO intemal documents were copied to the NOCP
which in turn gave them out to the suppliers. Prices quoted on the proforma invoices
were based on the figures in the purchase orders;

The quantity of items bought were not specified in some invoices submitted by the
NOCP (e.g. purchases of fuel). Sometimes, no date is mentioned on such invoices.

(iv)

43. The AO gave some examples of items the WR office finally purchased for the NOCP which
have resulted in si.qnificant savings:

tu
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Description of Items

Price
qdoted to
NocP ($)

Price quoted

to WR
Office ($)

Savings/
Unit
($)

Nb
Units

Total
Savings

($)

Dell Cornputers 5166 2,L90 1,920 270 6 7,620

Sharp Copiers SF 2114 2,050 1,944 r06 J 318

A/C (1%HP) 917 535 382 1 382

Laser Jet Printer 6 P 1,336 1,275 61 2 t22

Desk Jet 690 C 547 486 61 8 488

Toshiba Satellite Notebook 2,725 2,430 36s a
J 1,095

Total 4,025

44. AO also mentioned that the staff at the WR Office is very lean. Given the increasing load of
work for APOC matters, he would prefer, if possible, to have somebody hired on a temporary basis

to look after financial and administrative affairs relating to APOC. AO also suggested that a technical

person be hired to follow-up on APOC activities. He estirnates the cost of such a staff between 30,000

& 35,000 US dollars per annum.

D. Meeting with the WR (8.05.98)

45. The meeting was attended by:

Dr. E. K. Njelesani, WHO Representative
Mr. Bijou Senegal, Administrative Officer
Dr. A. S6k6t61i, APOC Programme Manager

Dr. J. Jiya, National Oncho Coordinator
Dr. Sadick, DPC
Dr. J.B. Roungou, OTD/AFRO

46. Dr. Njelesani welcomed the participants and stated that the meeting was intended to sort out

issues that arose from the meetings in Makurdi.

47. Dr. S6k6t6li then took the floor to first mention that he and Dr. Roungou attended the NGDO

as well as the NOTF meetings and went on to say that he is happy because things are moving and the

first five projects have nearly completed their first year of implementation. These are Cross River,

Kogi, Taraba, Headquarters Support and Kaduna Projects. In addition, the Letters of Agreement for

5 others have been signed: Adamawa, Borno, Federal Capital Territory, Plateau and Osun States. As
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regard the issues raised during the two meetings, some concemed us as executing agency and we wish
to discuss them for better future, Dr. S6k6t61i said. In our mind, we take them as challenges not as

problerns. APOC is a new Programme and we all are leaming. Werneed to find away to work together

because we have no choice, The APOC Programme Manager added.

48. According to Dr. Sek6t6li, the issues raised which WHO iJ concemed with are the following:
I

I

(i) delay of transfer of funds to NOTF's bank account;

delay of purchase of materials;

savings from the purchase of budgeted items;

number of the NOTF'9 Newsletter (NON);

the tedious process of buying materials and

field.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv) article published in the first

I tul

aciount after APOC have issued instructions. Also,
eqrlipment locally is hampering on the activities in the

I

49., Conceraing the delay of transfer of funds, Dr. S6k6t6li reported that the NOTF complained

about the WR Office which takes an average of two months to transfer funds to the NOTF's bank

support to zonal offices;

(vi) support to the Secretariat of the NGDO's Coalitioh meeting.

reciuested but leave the rest to World Health Organization which has the mandate to report to JAF on

thd expenditures. He also emphasized to the NOTF members fne fact that the Programme is still

"r;"rrri*frrg " 
Jo.tAU of 20 millions US dollars for the first phlse i[/g6-2}Ol.

I

51. Regarding the Newsletter, Dr. S6k6tdli said the TCC and CSA members were impressed with
this achievernent and requested him to convey their congratulatio{s to the NOTF. However, there are

50. The NOTF also asked the question whether the balance of pnoney budgeted for the purchase of
vehicles, materials and equipment, which have been bought for les's could be paid to the NOTF's bank

accoult. Dr. S6k6t6li told the NOTF to mind the materials (irlL terms quantity and quality) they

three articles in this Newsletter that may create problems or mislead people:
I

(i) the NGDO to benefit from APOC money;

(ii) the 11 millions US dollars allocated for 1998 andl

I

(iiiiii) the article pertaining to collaboration between NOTF and the WR Office- This

could lead to a reply from the WHO Office and trifger an atmosphere of fighting.
one
We

i do not want or need such a situation, Dr. S6k6t6li said
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52. Talking about the Zonal Offices Support Project Proposals, Dr. S6k6t6li said that the budget
submitted was too high: 500,000 US dollars per year. TCC was chocked and the proposal was rejected.

The difference between Headquarters and zonal duties in this project was not clear to TCC, Dr. S6k6t6li

added. The WHO has set up support which has to be taken into account. It was agreed during the

NGDO Coalition rneeting to use the AZPM of zones D and E that have not received the WHO support

as consultants to the NOTF where necessary. Also, Dr. S6k6teli raised the question as to the role Dr.

H. Edeghere could play in corurection with APOC techurical matters and coordination of zones oncho

control activities.

53. Dr. S6k6t6li reported to the WR that participants said his predecessor agreed to provide support

to the Secretariat of the NGDOs Coalition meeting but this has not come to effect up til now. The

members of the NGDO coalition still expect the WR's Office to fulfitl its commitment, Dr. S6k6t6li

said.

54. When taking the floor, Dr. J. Jiya, the National Coordinator said that he was spealiing on behalf

of the NOTF. Then he pointed out that the issues Dr. S6k6st6li'mentioned came during the NOTF

rneeting as matters arising. He went on and discussed these issues as follows:

(i) at the Benin meeting, the NOTF members requested me to report on the progress of
projects implementation. It was during the discussions that followed my report that the

difficulties encountered as to the purchase of some materials and equipment were

raised;

(ii) In FebruaryAvlarch, the NOTF wrote to APOC to find out about the savings made on

the purchase of equipment and materials. Since we did not receive a reply on this

matter, I seized the opportunity of Dr. S6k6t61i's attendance of the Makurdi's Meetings

to obtain the appropriate answer to that issue;

(iii) the first number of the NOTF's Newsletter did not pass through the editor committee.

I sincerely regret that the article conceming the collaboration with the WHO Office was

published, Dr. Jiya said. Because of the sensitivity of some articles, the editors'

committee will keep a vigilant watch on the subsequent numbers of the NON;

(iv) priority areas should be defined by the NOTF and not by APOC. The NOTF has

resolved to concentrate on the project proposals from areas severely affected;

The AZPMs have since their employment been full-time staff of the Federal

Ministry of Health, their salaries for the first two years were paid by LINICEF;
(v) .

. ZonalProgram Managers (ZPMs) were originally paid by NGDOs until 1994

when this assistance was discontinued by the NGDOs;

. There are only four Assistant ZonalProgram Managers since they were engaged

in 1994. These officers are in the following zones:
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Zone A - Dr. U. E. Udofa
ZoneB - Mr. A. O. Jaiyeoba

Zone C - Dr. F. Fayomi
ZoneD - Mrs. P. Ogbu-Pearce.

Prof. B. E. B. Nwoke
Prof. E. Ogunba (Late)

Dr. H. Edeghere
Prof. J. Akoh

Zone A
ZoneB
Zone C
ZoneD

You will recall that Prof. Ogunba is now late, since October 1997, while Dr. Edeghere is a staff

of WHO as the C-ZonalNPI Surveillance Officer with special attachment to Onchocerciasis.

This leaves Prof. Akoh and Prof. B.E.B. Nwoke in D and A Zones respectively. We intend to

use these two officers as NOTF Consultants whiie continuing the field work with the AZPM who are

our full-tirne staff.

(vi) the thought of an APOC liaison officer is very important to us. The WHO office is

busy and we cannot expect him to respond to our needs as quickly as we would like.

However, we could gain more with this liaison officer;

the request for a secretariat support to NGDO Coalition meetings could be compared

to the support provided by Dr. Etya'al6 of WHO/PBD/Geneva, to the current

international NGDO Coordination Group for Ivermectin Distribution. However, the

(vii)

55.

NGDO coalition did not follow-up on this request.

Taking the floor in his turn, the WR said:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

the Regiolal Director was clear as to our support to OCP and APOC activities;

when I assumed duty, I found a very bad report of the audits;

I told the APOC financial team that visited the country last year that I will apply the

regulations of WHO as requested by the Regional Director;

I needed an Administrative Officer. After a long process, we recruited Mr. Senegal.

Mr. Senegal is a very experienced person. I strongly disagree with what is written in

the first nunber of the NON;

I an grateful to you, Dr. S6k6t6li, because you explained the transfer of funds process.

This Office has a ceiling of 8,000,000 Naira. There is a problem here in Nigeria. We

know what happened with the purchase of diskettes and other materials;
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If we offered in writing our support to the Secretariat of the NGDO's Coalition
Meetings, we are bound to respect our comrnitment.

Senegal provided tlie following information:

the dates we received instructions from APOC to transfer funds to the NOTF's bank
account arid the periods we did transfer the money are listed below:

22.09.97 receipt of instructions
10.10.97 transfer of funds to the NOTF's bank account

03.10.97 receipt of instructions
10.10.97 transfer of funds to the NOTF's bank account.

(ii) Dr. Jiya received the Purchase Order (P.O.) first and then informed us. When I got the

POs,I found the prices quoted too high and I tried to get beffer prices. However, when

I went out, I found that Dr. Jiya left copies of the POs with the suppliers;

(iii) I provided some figures to the APOC team regarding the savings we made when our

Office has conducted the process of purchasing materials and equipment;

(iv) It was Mr. Zinkon6 who sent the POs to Dr. Jiya.

57. In response Dr. S6k6t6li said:

(i) facts seen here are facts to learn from. In addition, the NOTF Nigeria should consider

itself lucky to have an AO who discovered these anomalies before the visit of an

extemal audit;

(ii) there is a real need to involve the WR Office when the Tmst Fund money is used to

purchase materials. Dr. Jiya should also delegate the process of purchasing materials,

equipment and other goods to those hired for this purpose (e.g. the accountant);

(iii) some documents are intemal to WHO and were misled to the Coordinator from the

APOC Headquarters. Such an elror will not happen again;

(iv) this is the first time that we have an analysis on financial documents done by a WHO

Country Office before forwarding them to the APOC Management.

58. Dr. S6k6t6li then asked Dr. Jiya where the original of the expenses receipts are. They were sent

to Ouagadougou on April 10ft , 1988, Dr. Jiya replied. Dr. S6k6t6li reacted that the NOTF should send

tlie original of these documents to APOC through the WR's Office. Furthermore, original of receipts

and other relevant imprest returns should always accompany a request of replenishment.

59. In conclusion, the visit was very useful and instructive. Things are moving as far as

onchocerciasis control is concerned. However, there is a need to improve the process of project

proposals development with emphasis on the quality presentation. In addition, keeping a vigilant watch

over the process of purchasing locally equipment, materials, other goods and services conducted by the

NOTF secretariat is important. Finally, there is a need to conduct an independent monitoring to assess

objectively the results achieved so far as CDTI activities are concerned.

(vi)

56. Mr.

(i)
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60. APOC team main recommendations:

(iii)

the hyper endemic zones are the priority areas for Project proposals development in the

future with ernphasis on the quality presentation of the proposals for submission to
APOC for funding;

the NOTF should submit as soon as possible to APOC Management for consideration,

the technical and financial reports of the first Projects that have been funded. These

reports should be accompanied with a detailed and well-justified budget for the second

year along with a formal request of funds for the second year;

The WR is expected to send to APOC Management, a formal request for the financial

contribution of WHO-APOC to the WHO country office for its technical and

adrninistrative support to APOC in Nigeria.

(i)

( ii)

PM/APOC, August 10, 1998


